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Star Trek Book Of Opposites
A new novel from the author of "Pictures From The Water Trad".Set over 3 years in East Berlin, directly before and after the fall
of The Wall.
Compiles quotes, catchphrases, memorable lines, lyrics to theme songs, and photographs of characters from television shows
Star Trek has energized friendships for over 50 years. Whether it’s exploring a convention, beaming into a movie theater, or
joining in on a landing party watch party, generations have been as united in their love of the franchise’s bold storytelling and
stunning action as they are in the honest fully realized relationships of their favorite characters. Created by fans for fans, with a
foreword from Star Trek: Voyager’s Robert Picardo and Ethan Phillips, this is a first-of- its-kind, fully authorized celebration of
Star Trek’s most enduring and endearing friendships, including Kirk and Spock, Picard and Data, Janeway and Seven of Nine,
Bashir and Garak, and more! Whether you and your pals think of yourselves as a Sulu and Chekov, a Burnham and Tilly, or
even an Archer and Porthos, this is the perfect book to gift to your best Trek friend or keep for yourself! A portion of the proceeds
from the sale of this book goes to benefit The Planetary Society, a nonprofit dedicated to empowering the world’s citizens to
advance space science and exploration.
Star Trek Book of Opposites
Pokémon Primers: Opposites Book
How to Catch a Great White Shark, Perform the Vulcan Nerve Pinch, and Dozens of Other TV and Movie Skills
Star Trek Book of Opposites
The World Book Encyclopedia
The Primate Directive
The Code of Opposites—Book 2: A Sacred Guide to Playing with Power and not Getting Burned
Pikachu and Friends Explore a World of Opposites! Come explore opposites with Pikachu and its friends in the Pokémon Primers: Opposites
Book! They’ll encounter many different pairs of opposites like tall and short, open and closed, cold and hot, and night and day! This Pokémon
Primer offers a captivating storyline and over 100 flaps to lift and reveal, showing Pokémon, Poké Balls, berries, and more! Written by beloved
children’s author Simcha Whitehill, this opposites book will create lasting memories and a foundation for learning. This book will appeal best to
younger children, so take your Trainer-in-training on a Pokémon adventure today!
Up and down, big and small, hot and cold--opposites are all around us. Learning to identify opposites is one way children expand their view of the
world. Soon they see that some things are completely different from one another and why. Steve Swinburne explores opposites through a simple,
lively text and bright, colorful photographs that clearly illustrate this important concept. By the end of this engaging book, children will discover
how opposites make the world a rich and wonderfully varied place. As in What's a Pair? What's a Dozen?; Lots and Lots of Zebra Stripes; and
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Guess Whose Shadow?, Stephen Swinburne offers another lively and entertaining look at an all-important concept.
She’ll build his confidence. He’ll make a nerd out of her yet. Tom Jarvis is a nerd. He’s a programmer, project manager, and loves Star Trek.
Bridget Walsh spent years establishing herself in the male dominated world of construction. She loves her job, but recently had her heart broken
by her long term crush. She doesn’t even know what Star Trek is. But when opposites attract, can two people so different work?
Revel in the warm, inviting, retro-style illustrations from Argentinian creator, Marcos Farina, in these early concepts board books featuring
Colors in the Garden and Animal Opposites. In the garden you will find... Yellow dandelions Green clovers Pink cherry blossoms Teach your child
early concepts while they delight in the playful depictions of colors found in the garden! Featuring an eclectic collection of plants and animals,
children will recognize their favorites and may learn about a new plant or two! Using whitespace and high contrast graphic illustrations, these
books make the perfect first gift for baby and toddler development.
Junior Edition
An Interactive Extravaganza!
Brown Sugar 3
Scripts, Stories, Secrets and Songs
The Continuing Mission
Moustache Up!

Learn about opposites like light and dark in this engaging interactive board book inspired by Jim Henson’s classic
film The Dark Crystal! In the age of wonder, Jen, Kira, and their adorable companion Fizzgig must heal the Dark
Crystal to bring balance to the world of Thra. This colorfully illustrated board book will guide children to help Jen
and his friends learn about opposites by pointing out the differences between the kind Gelflings and the evil
Skeksis. Concepts like fast and slow, light and dark, big and small will be revealed through touch and feel
elements. Jim Henson fans young and old will delight in this engaging board book that teaches real world
observational skills while engaging with the fantastical world of Thra.
The My First series introduces children to basic concepts through simple yet bold, graphic artwork. In Opposites,
little ones will learn the concept of opposites! In My First Opposites, little ones will be introduced to the concept of
opposites. The pages of this book are filled with familiar pairs of opposites including big and little, fast and slow,
tall and short, above and below, and asleep and awake. The illustrations are rendered in a vibrant, graphic style,
and complete with foil highlights to make this an even more enjoyable experience for babies and toddlers.
In this crossover event featuring characters from the original Star trek television series and the first Planet of the
apes motion picture, Captain Kirk and the crew of the U.S.S. Enterprise travel through a mysterious
interdimensional portal and find themselves orbiting a far-future parallel Earth where Klingons are arming apes for
nefarious reasons.
Bored with board games? Sick of charades? Over red rover? It's time to learn some real kidskillz! Step-by-step
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instructions teach you the essentials: How to booby-trap a room How to pop a wheelie How to win at thumb
wrestling How to spin a basketball on one finger . . . and much more! If you've got to be a kid, then you've got to
have this book!
Mom Always Said, "Don't Play Ball in the House," (and Other Stuff We Learned from TV)
Circus Opposites
Sesame Street Unpaved
You Have Been, and Always Shall Be, My Friend
Rainbow Fish Opposites
Animal Opposites
Book 2 of The Code of Opposites (TCO for short) furthers the mission to heal our power issues, and thus shift from the
ego’s need to dominate into the adoption of wholesome power. While Book 1 focuses on “no push-pull,” Book 2 looks at
“no self-doubt.” Imagine experiencing 100% faith and having total certainty that you can [fill in the blank]… Would that
be a valuable change? Yes, but how? Language is where your Power is. To transform, you must look at the story you tell.
Activating a metalanguage – a language beyond all languages – allows you to track patterns, understand the purpose of
your self-limiting creations, and be able to turn them off. Cracking this code reveals depths of meaning that animate the
soul of all wisdom teachings. The codes are so awesome they naturally raise your vibrational field to the sense of enough
by which to resonate with oneness. Radical? Crazy? You betcha! Especially as this ancient language that came back from
the future renamed itself “S/Hebrew,” to sanctify the union of the feminine and the masculine. Imagine yourself… *
Processing trauma by realizing that mysticism may just be the only proven track to healing. * Having a unifying equation
to explore the shadow, and stretch beyond fear into the sacred. * Doing what it takes to raise your self-esteem, and trust
yourself in your chosen calling. * Moving out of “ScareCity” by being real enough to know what you want, and ask for it in
such a way that you might receive it.
From classic favorites to zany newcomers, Monkeyfarts! is packed to bursing with wild and wacky jokes about monsters,
pirates, polar bears, super-heroes, hot dogs, Harry Potter, Vikings, elephants, vampires, and more. With hilarious jokes
and bold illustrations, it’s the only joke book you’ll ever need. Who doesn’t love Monkeyfarts!?
This tribute to the creation of "Star Trek: The Next Generation" celebrates the tenth anniversary of the popular TV series,
profiling the people who originated it. 700+ illustrations & color photos.
Moustaches of various shapes and sizes illustrate the concept of opposites in this playful, interactive board book!
Moustache up and moustache down. Which moustache covers up a frown? In this highly interactive board book, young
readers can match press-out moustaches of all shapes and sizes with corresponding images printed on each spread.
Playful, rhyming text encourages readers to decorate the faces throughout the pages of this book with one of the many
included cardstock ’staches, which can be stored in a resealable envelope inside the front cover.
& Other Tricks, Tips, & Skills No Adult Will Teach You
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A Tenth Anniversary Tribute
The Star Trek Book of Friendship
How to Con Your Kid
What's Opposite?
The Worst-Case Scenario Pocket Guide: Retirement

Relates how Arthur became king, won a queen, and came to establish the Round Table.
One day Sophie comes home from school to find two questions in her mail: "Who are you?" and "Where does the world
come from?" Before she knows it she is enrolled in a correspondence course with a mysterious philosopher. Thus
begins Jostein Gaarder's unique novel, which is not only a mystery, but also a complete and entertaining history of
philosophy.
One hundred years ago, four crewmembers of the "U.S.S EnterpriseTM crossed the dimensional barrier and found a
mirror image of their own universe, populated by nightmare duplicates of their shipmates. Barely able to escape with
their lives, they returned, thankful that the accident which had brought them there could not be duplicated, or so they
thought. But now the scientists of that empire have found a doorway into our universe. Their plan is to destroy from
within, to replace a Federation Starships with one of their own. Their victims are the crew of the "U.S.S. Enterprise
NCC-1701-D, who now find themselves engaged in combat against the most savage enemies they have ever
encountered, themselves.
Is your child exploring strange new words? Or are you simply a Trekkie who needs a goofy gift for a fellow-fan friend?
The Star Trek Book of Opposites will transport you together to an exciting voyage of silly educational fun, pairing
colorful photographs of Star Trek's classic heroes and aliens to introduce the concept of opposites through immediate
visual humor. With the help of Kirk, Spock, and McCoy, you can teach children the meaning of happy and sad, open
and closed, apart and together, and much more. With a hip, up-market design sensibility, The Star Trek Book of
Opposites will make a great kitschy gift for Trekkies of all ages.
The Book of Opposites
Fun With Kirk and Spock
Monkeyfarts!
My First Opposites
Armada
How to Give a Wedgie!
A Pokémon Adventure Through the Alphabet! Dozens of Pokémon can be found in the Pokémon Primers: ABC Book. With Pikachu, Eevee,
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and all their friends, learning the alphabet has never been more enjoyable. Start off any young child with a journey into the world of Pokémon!
This Pokémon Primer offers a captivating storyline and over 100 flaps to lift and reveal, each showing Poké Balls, Berries, and other items!
Pokémon named in the book also contain their pronunciations to help both kids and parents alike. Illustrated by Pokémon and written by
beloved children’s author Simcha Whitehill, this ABC book will create lasting memories. The book will appeal best to younger children, so take
your Trainer in training on a Pokémon adventure today!
Drive a golf cart in a hurricane; dock your yacht in a typhoon; treat a knitting needle injury; and get your grown kids to move out.
An instant attraction, a lingering look, the electric touch of skin on skin, moments of passion that are unforgettable....if the first two Brown Sugar
collections left you wanting more, then slip into Brown Sugar 3, as 19 of today's top writers reveal what happens when opposites attract. The
first Brown Sugar anthology and its follow-up, Brown Sugar 2, were literary and commercial successes. Brown Sugar won the Gold Pen Award
for Best Short Story Collection. Now Brown Sugar 3: When Opposites Attract brings you more original stories about desire -- be it impulsive,
forbidden, or simply unexpected. As insightful as they are sexy, these selections range from subtly romantic to raw and raunchy, from
conventional to seriously kinky. You'll satisfy your taste for brown sugar in this deliciously naughty collection.
B'Elanna Torres has no intention of celebrating the Day of Honor. A day of glory for others of Klingon heritage, the day for Torres has always
been a dark one, for reasons that stretch back to childhood memories she has tried to forget. This Day of Honor is no better. Trouble with the
warp engines has crippled the U.S.S. Voyagerjust as it confronts a deadly threat. Torres and Tom Paris must put their lives on the line to
restore the engines. With time running out, Torres has one last chance to accept the great loss she once suffered and reveal the true feelings
she has buried for years.
Television Episode
Pokémon Primers: ABC Book
The Dark Crystal: Touch and Feel Book of Opposites
Worst Case Scenario Survival Handbook: Extreme Junior Edition
The Legend of King Arthur
A Book of Opposites

The Book Your Children Don’t Want You to Read This revised and updated edition of How to
Con Your Kid is the most useful (and sneakiest) parenting manual you’ll ever purchase.
Here are hundreds of tips, techniques, and simple scams for getting your child to do
exactly what you want—at mealtime, bedtime, bathtime, and beyond. You’ll learn how to: •
Con your kid into eating by playing on his possessiveness. • Con your kid into bathing by
“swimming” in the tub. • Con your kid into talking quietly by whispering back. • Con your
kid into returning your iDevice—by any means possible! And dozens more tricks of the
parenting trade!
Based on the best-selling WORST-CASE SCENARIO Survival Handbook, with more than six
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million copies in print, this handy pocket-size version prepares you for life's
unexpected perils. Would you know what to do if the worst actually happened? How would
you survive an earthquake? Would you know what to do if you had to deliver a baby in a
taxicab? Step-by-step survival instructions for these scenarios and many more are
provided in The WORST-CASE SCENARIO Little Book for Survival: * How to Identify a Mail
Bomb * How to Survive in the Line of Fire * How to Fend Off an Alligator Carry this
pocket-size volume with you at all times, because you just never know when you'll need
it. Published under license from Chronicle Books, LLC. Worst-Case Scenario and The WorstCase Scenario Survival Handbook are trademarks of Quirk Productions, Inc. The little
books are based on the books The WORST-CASE SCENARIO Survival Handbook, 1999 by Quirk
Productions, Inc., and The WORST-CASE SCENARIO Survival Handbook: Dating and Sex, 2001 by
Quirk Productions, Inc. All Rights Reserved. First published by Chronicle Books LLC, San
Francisco, California, USA.
When does Puppy wake up, and when does he go to bed? Spin the pictures to learn about day
and night in this first concept opposites book for kids.
The Ultimate Guide to Keeping Up with the Indiana Joneses For everyone who’s ever wanted
to be as smooth as James Bond, as clever as Captain Kirk, or as tough as Charlie’s
Angels, The Action Hero’s Handbook is the ultimate guide to the essential skills every
action hero needs to survive and thrive in this dangerous but exciting world. This book
features dozens of real-life action hero techniques, directly from experts in the
subjects at hand: FBI agents, sexologists, stuntmen, hypnotists, karate masters,
criminologists, detectives, and many others. Learn how to: • Catch a great white shark •
Deliver the Vulcan Nerve Pinch • Spyproof your hotel room • Win a fight when outnumbered
• Climb down Mount Rushmore National Monument And dozens of other Good Guy Skills,
Paranormal Skills, Fighting Skills, and Escape Skills. With meticulously researched stepby-step instructions and easy-to-follow illustrations, The Action Hero’s Handbook will
get you ready for anything. Good luck—we’re all counting on you.
A Novel by the Author of Ready Player One
Simple Scams for Mealtime, Bedtime, Bathtime-Anytime!
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A Star-Trek Parody
The Worst-Case Scenario Survive-o-pedia
Babylink: Colors in the Garden
The Worst-Case Scenairo Pocket Guide: New York City
A Caldecott Honor-winning illustrator uses eye-catching cut-paper artwork to convey the concept of opposites, leading readers into the
topsy-turvy world of the circus where opposites are explored via pull-tabs, wheels, flaps and other interactive elements.
The show that has taught over 70 million of us to count is turning 30! To help celebrate this milestone, Hyperion presents the ultimate
insider's tribute to "Sesame Street"--a one-of-a-kind volume that lets readers relive all the classic memories, games shows, animation,
and parodies through actual scripts, rare photos, celebrity flashbacks, and hilarious anecdotes. 400 color photos. NPR sponsorship.
The best-selling Worst-Case Scenario series returns with this 'extreme' follow-up to the Junior Edition. Packed with funny, kid
friendly instructions for the most extreme situations such as how to handle an encounter with a tarantula, how to navigate by the stars,
how to build a snow cave, and more!
Explore the world of opposites in this board book with flaps filled with beautiful, bold creatures by author/illustrator Jane Cabrera. Big
or small, tall or short . . . can you guess who's under each flap? This book explores all sorts of opposites in Jane Cabrera's stunning
trademark style to help kids absorb early learning concepts. Each page reveals beautiful, bold creatures displaying opposites, such as
tall and short dogs, a fast hare and slow tortoise, an awake mouse and asleep bear, and more!
Sophie's World
Dark Mirror
The WORST-CASE SCENARIO Little Book for Survival
Wacky Jokes Every Kid Should Know
The Ethics of Star Trek
Good Morning, Good Night
Words and pictures show opposites such as light and dark, in and out, and first and last. On
board pages.
It's the best of the worst! This edition of the popular series loved by parents and kids alike
serves up a wild ride through mudslides, volcanos, shark-infested oceans, menacing
mountains, and more. Seventy entries are packed with illuminating facts, eye-popping photos,
hilarious illustrations, must-see maps, heaps of humor, and step-by-step instructions. Readers
will be armed with the knowledge and skills needed to survive anything and live to tell about
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it!
From the bestselling author of "Ready Player One." After sighting a UFO, high-school student
Zack and his new comrades must scramble to prepare for an alien onslaught, in this rollicking,
surprising thriller and coming-of-age adventure.
An encyclopedia designed especially to meet the needs of elementary, junior high, and senior
high school students.
Day of Honor
Star Trek/Planet of the Apes
The Action Hero's Handbook
A Novel About the History of Philosophy
A Playful Game of Opposites
When Opposites Attract
For Trekkies everywhere, a fascinating look at the philosophy of Star Trek, from Kirk and Spock to Janeway
and Seven of Nine For four decades, Star Trek has been the obsession of millions of fans. But real Trekkies
know that the show is more than just riveting entertainment. Its complex moral dilemmas present a view of the
future that holds important truths for us in the present. Drawing on episodes from all four Star Trek
generations, this unique book explores the ethics of the series in relation to the theories of the world's great
philosophers. Questions about good and evil, right and wrong, power and corruption are discussed in language
that,is both readable and compelling as the authors show, how the program has evolved over the years to
address society's changing values. For this century and beyond, The Ethics of "Star Trek" is an intriguing look
at a brilliantly imagined-world and what it can teach us about how to live.
My First Opposites brings recognizable images and clear word labels together, including food, clothing, and
household items demonstrating opposite pairs. Little ones will discover all kinds of opposites, such as big and
small, long and short, hot and cold, and many others.
See the Enterprise. See the Enterprise go boldly. Go Go Go, Enterprise! Go Boldly! Join Kirk, Spock, Uhura, and
the rest of the crew as they boldly go where no parody has gone before Star Trek fans and geeks alike will want
to beam up a copy. A Fun with Dick and Jane parody, Star Trek style. This Prime Directive primer steps through
The Guardian of Forever to a simpler time of reading, writing, and red shirts. Fun with Kirk and Spock will help
cadets of all ages master the art of reading as their favorite Starfleet officers, Klingons, Romulans, Andorians,
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and Gorn beam down into exciting adventures. This is the perfect gift for the Star Trek lover in your life.
Escape a stalled subway car or a swarm of pigeons; stop a runaway hot dog cart; defeat cockroaches—what
every native and visitor needs to survive in the Big Apple.
Meaning in Star Trek
Build a Nerd
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